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Abstract: Borrowing or lending goods or tools is commonly based on the centralized distribution in which the transaction of items
generally occurs from an owner to a borrower. This centralized system may reduce the reachability of an item to potential borrowers,
hinder the opportunity for the borrower to choose better alternatives, and increase the cost of distribution for an owner. In this paper, we
proposed a novel decentralized virtual lending system based on blockchain to overcome the above limitations of a centralized lending
system that allows any owner to monetize their items in possession. Our proposed system enables any possessor of an item to become
a distributor by creating a chain of possessors from the owner through every borrower. On the other hand, the system incorporated a
recommendation mechanism to suggest the best alternatives for an item based on a cost model that considers the borrowing fee, security
deposit, gas, and distribution and return costs. To reduce the cost of gas and overall running time, we adopt a hybrid implementation
of blockchain and RDBMS for storing the data and transactional information. Experimental results show that our hybrid approach can
minimize gas usage significantly and reduce the running time by two orders of magnitude compared to a blockchain-only approach.

Keywords: Decentralized app, blockchain app, decentralized monetization, decentralized recommendation.

1. Introduction
Lending or rental systems for physical goods or tools,

such as vehicles [1], industrial equipment [2], and artworks
[3] have existed for a long time. Multi-location-based rental
systems [4] also exist to ease distribution and reduce
distribution costs. However, these systems are centralized
and operated by organizations, where an item is transferred
from an owner to a borrower or returned from a borrower
to the owner. As a result, a borrower finds a lower chance
of choosing the best item among the alternatives from other
lenders. Besides, the lender loses opportunities to reach their
items to the vast potential borrowers. On the other hand,
decentralized lending systems or content-sharing concepts
have long been utilized among social network users or elec-
tronic communications for trading and monetizing digital
content [5] as modern communication technologies have
been introduced [6], [7]. The aforementioned decentralized
lending system usually disperses a digital item from any
owner instead of a central hub or warehouse. However, a
lending system for sharing physical goods and tools cannot
adopt the concept of decentralized digital content sharing
or lending. Decentralizing the physical item distribution not
only considers distribution but also focuses on relocating
and securing the physical item.

The decentralized physical item-sharing concept is not

new and was implemented as a book-sharing social system
called Bookcrossing [8]. In this system, a reader shares a
book with another reader after finishing reading the book by
leaving that book in public places, such as benches in a park.
Any surrounding reader who liked or had a common interest
in the shared book could take the book to read. After reading
the book, the reader could share it the same way with others.
Thus, every reader becomes a sharer. We note that this
kind of book sharing helped free circulation of knowledge
through books. However, the Bookcrossing system works
in the physical world and entirely depends on people’s
good faith. The availability of book information is also
limited unless a reader physically visits a book’s location.
Moreover, tracing the previous readers and the current
holder of a book is almost impossible in Bookcrossing.

Nowadays, innovative and emerging blockchain tech-
nology [9], [10] offers to store and track digital content
safely and securely. Blockchain ensures secured transac-
tions by encrypting all transactional records or blocks and
establishes tracing of any transaction by creating links from
one block to another [11]. Since blockchain technology can
perform secured financial transactions, provide transparency
on transactional information, and trace any transaction, the
technology can be exploited for developing decentralized
lending services.
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Blockchain is being successfully adopted for develop-
ing secured and traceable systems for various purposes,
such as, for artworks [3], supply chain management [12],
and land registry [13], [14], [15]. However, the above-
mentioned systems are centralized and cannot be adopted
to decentralize the lending or rental services. Based on
our careful observation of the concept of Bookcrossing
and the properties of blockchain technology, we propose
a novel decentralized lending system (DecentraLend) that
utilizes the storing, tracing, and securing contents mecha-
nism of blockchain technology that implements the book-
sharing concept of Bookcrossing in the digital world to
share physical items. In addition to a decentralized physical
item-sharing system, our proposed system implements a
mechanism to monetize an item borrowed by a system user
in the form of a borrowing fee and security money. We
note that the proposed decentralized lending system allows
any user, such as individuals, groups, or an organization, to
become a lender. For example, our proposed blockchain-
based decentralized lending system can be used by an
individual user, a traditional library, or a bookseller to lend
books easily. The users of such decentralized book lending
systems benefit financially without investing in the delivery
system or fearing losing investment in books. Moreover,
typical readers can also find the system beneficial as they
may not need to visit libraries physically. Instead, they can
collect it from the nearest user who previously borrowed
the book. We summarize our contribution in this paper as
follows -

• A blockchain-based decentralized online lending sys-
tem enables any user to become financially beneficial
by lending their goods or tools while avoiding loss of
investment by tracing borrowers, upholding security
money, and lending fees.

• A decentralized system enables an individual to pose
as a lending company by lending their items.

• A recommender mechanism for the borrower that
recommends items that are beneficial for a borrower,
however, prevents an item from being listed in the
recommended list if it is not beneficial for the lender
(i.e. distance between the borrower and the owner
may significantly increase the return cost of an item).

• An extensive experience to show the effectiveness of
the proposed system.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. We dis-
cuss the background and some preliminaries in Section 3
before discussing the overall system. Section 4 elaborately
describes the system and includes an architectural overview,
methodology, and the considerations that are taken into
account for implementing the proposed system. We discuss
our findings from the experiments in Section 5. We describe
the objectives and methodologies of the related works and
discuss the relationship with our proposed system in Section

2. Finally, we conclude the proposed system with future
directions in Section 6.

2. RelatedWorks
Blockchain technology has opened several avenues for

innovative services and applications to decentralize lending
systems. In such systems, blockchain’s transparent and
secure ledger mechanism enables peer-to-peer lending with-
out the requirement of traditional financial intermediaries.
Smart contracts [16], one of the most crucial components
of blockchain technology, facilitate the automatic execution
of lending agreements, reducing the risk of defaults, and
simplifying the borrowing process. Decentralized lending
platforms empower individuals to lend and borrow funds
directly from one another, thus increasing financial inclu-
sivity. Additionally, blockchain’s immutable record-keeping
ensures the integrity of transaction history, which is vital for
maintaining trust in such lending systems. Blockchain has
paved the way for a more inclusive, efficient, and secure
decentralized lending landscape.

Several recent works have been proposed to decentralize
lending systems and decentralized finance. Decentralized
financial, often termed DeFi, refers to financial systems
that run on blockchain technologies without the help of
any traditional intermediaries, such as banks and other
financial organizations. DeFi systems mostly operate on
public blockchains, thereby expanding financial services
globally. Schär [17] examined the potential security vul-
nerability and usabilities within the DeFi ecosystem and
proposed a multi-layered framework for analyzing its ar-
chitecture, covering various building blocks. The analysis
suggests that while DeFi remains a niche market with
potential risks, it offers notable advantages in efficiency,
transparency, accessibility, and composability, potentially
upholding a transparent robust financial infrastructure. Ozili
[18] highlighted the advantages of DeFi, including enhanced
inclusivity, innovation, cost efficiency, resistance to censor-
ship, and transaction immutability. In addition, the author
underscored several risks associated with DeFi, such as
smart contract execution, legal liabilities, data security, and
illicit activities, while noting a scarcity of empirical research
and comprehensive analysis of challenges. The efficiency of
a recommendation mechanism on a decentralized system
depends on multiple aspects, such as the gas requirements
for the transaction, transportation cost of an item, security
deposit, and borrowing fee. The researches [19], [20], [21]
discussed optimizing the cost in the environments affected
by the multi-dimensional aspects.

Permission-less blockchains create an uncensorable in-
formation ecosystem, enabling private interactions. Smart
contracts within decentralized finance (DeFi) facilitate auto-
mated, identity-agnostic financial services. Saengchote [22]
discussed Compound, a leading DeFi lending protocol, by
exploring user behavior, loan durations, and systemic risk
factors, that revealed the challenges in applying traditional
risk management to the DeFi environment. Joseph and
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Karunan [23] proposed a novel decentralized transaction
settlement system for the banking sector built on the
Ethereum platform. This system supports different financial
services using distributed ledger technology. Kaplan et al.
[24] discussed a blockchain-based decentralized lending
protocol to analyze returns between S&P 500 and DeFi
assets. However, the authors did not propose any model
for lending goods to users.

In the domain of loan management, blockchain-powered
lending management systems offer enhanced capabilities
in inventory record maintenance, material identification,
and item storage compared to the conventional loan man-
agement system. Verma [25] outlined an architectural
framework for a library management system that utilizes
blockchain technology. This system is designed to house
user-specific book identifications and associated records
within its database. The proposed system implemented Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) instances to optimize network building and
use the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) to manage library
books. Moreover, the author recommended a blockchain-
based transaction management system similar to the Inter-
national Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA). Also, the researcher intended to upgrade the library
administration system and introduce blockchain-based user
verification and record-keeping in all relevant institutes.
Similar to the approach adopted in [25], we have proposed
mechanisms to create any physical item lending and bor-
rowing chain. Furthermore, our analysis also incorporates
monetization, providing security money and lending fees to
any item owner to provide financial security.

The mobile bookcrossing approach is widely known in
this modern era of technology, where people tend to share
books through mobile networks. One of the hindrances
behind the adoption of bookcrossing is that the process is
not transparent, which causes the loss of books. Another
problem is that the current mobile bookcrossing system
is challenging to manage while including the new book
curriculum. To address these issues, textcolorblueZeng et
al. [26] introduced a blockchain-based book-sharing system
that can trace books efficiently on a campus. This system
helps to make the book borrowing process transparent
by showcasing the book borrowing history to the users.
The proposed system, termed BookChain, circulates
smart contracts to automate the book borrowing process
with minimal human intercessions. To implement the
blockchain, the authors created a web server, tokenizers,
smart contracts, an authority management system, and
consensus activities for managing the library and storing
data in blocks. The authors also simulated the results among
specific schools to evaluate the BookChain mechanism
and efficiency. They have included blockchain-based
transactions showcasing the average gas price in deploying
contracts, adding books to the chain, and borrowing and
returning books.

The traditional procedures of book borrowing systems
are pretty lengthy and time-consuming. As a solution to
these issues, Cabello et al. [27] introduced LibChain, a
mechanism that makes the processes of book borrowing
from libraries more efficient and reliable. The authors argue
that the implementation of blockchain in LibChain will
encourage the users to borrow books from each other,
reserve the books without the involvement of the library
authority, and provide loans directly from a library to users
and from users to users. The authors intend to implement
this project in the future through four work packages:
(1) introducing requirements and overall architecture, (2)
basic system implementation, (3) determining graphical
user interfaces (GUI), and (4) improvising edge cases and
reserving presentation. Adopting the idea of providing loans
presented in this work [27], our proposed DecentraLend has
incorporated security fees for a borrowed item to benefit
item owners.

Liu [28] introduced a blockchain-based smart library
management system that aims at reducing the tempering
of the information stored and processed in the system. As
blockchain is a consensus algorithm, the author argued
that it would enrich the system’s security and increase
efficiency. In this paper, the author described the system
architecture that includes the SDK (Software Development
Kit) cluster as a middle-term and a group of blockchain
nodes. The overall system is designed with six procedures:
(1) donation application, (2) book renewal application, (3)
book management, (4) borrower information management,
(5) borrowing application management, and (6) notice
management. According to the analysis presented in the
work, the author determined that the application would
help improve the overall library management system. In
the future, the author has a plan to implement the proposed
framework in a library and devise appropriate methods
according to customers’ requirements. In our paper, we
have kept provisions of the borrowed items by a single
user. If any of the items is transferred to any other user,
the status of the item’s availability will also change in our
system.

Implementing blockchain-based solutions can also ease
the process of user management and authorization process
by librarians. Blockchain can help preserve digital informa-
tion, track books borrowed by users, initiate inter-library
loans and vouchers, verifications of credentials, and so
on [29]. The demand for diverse knowledge and informa-
tion is rapidly growing with the changing world’s growth.
However, traditional library management systems do not
have the advantage of incorporating digital management
systems into libraries. To this end, Cao and Yang [30]
introduced a new model (Peer Book Search and Library,
or PBSL) for a digital library management system that
leverages P2P and blockchain. This PBSL is divided into
three portions. Firstly, the materials and books would be
saved in a digital system to enable access from anywhere in
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the world. Secondly, DHT (Distributed Hash Table) would
enable the search, distribution, and transmission of various
digital resources. Finally, blockchain technology would be
used for digital services, such as copyright protection,
trade, propagation link maintenance, and calculating reading
charges. The data security of any library management sys-
tem is a matter of concern as it involves a person’s sensitive
information. To ensure strong privacy, and data security, and
reduce the work tools in a library, Tawornittayakun and
Leelasantitham [31] proposed a new library management
system that has been developed with blockchain. In this
work, the authors tested and compared the performance of
the bibliography of the MARC 21 and AACR2R for both
the Proof of Work (PoW) state and IPFS in blockchain.

Another application area of the overall lending system
is the bike-sharing system. The traditional bike-sharing
system lacks a proper mechanism for ensuring privacy,
integrity, and confidentiality of user information. Guo et
al. [32] proposed a framework based on the operation
mode of the C2C (Consumer-to-consumer) business model,
which would help ensure a transparent payment procedure
and store the information through smart contracts. In C2C
operation, the transaction procedures are divided into five
methods, where the damage control of bike sharing and
payment procedures are acknowledged together through one
blockchain network. The authors planned to implement this
framework in the future by simulating an actual work field.
However, in addition to the aforementioned proposed bike-
sharing system, our DecentraLend system has incorporated
the security deposit for the lenders and provided a rec-
ommendation system for the borrowers to avail the best
alternatives.

3. Preliminaries
Our proposed blockchain-based decentralized lending

system (DecentraLend) aims to provide complete decentral-
ization of lending processes for monetization by increasing
the re-usability of personal or organizational goods and
tools. In this section, we discuss the notions and notations
used in this paper for describing the proposed system. We
also describe here the background factors considered for the
proposed system.

Our proposed decentralized system considers both an
organization and an individual as a user. The lending items
can be any type of physical tools, goods, machinery, or
equipment, and hereafter we call them items. The proposed
system has two main actors or stakeholders: lenders and
borrowers. We define the lenders and borrowers in our
proposed DecentraLend as follows.

Definition 1 (Lender): Let ui be a user of the Decen-
traLend. Let ui own an item pk and let ui add information
about pk in the DecentraLend. If ui makes pk available to
be borrowed by other users of the DecentraLend, then we
define ui as the lender of pk.

Definition 2 (Borrower): Let u j be a user of the De-

centraLend and let u j request an item pk through the
DecentraLend. If u j completes the payment for borrowing
pk successfully for pk, then we define u j as the borrower
of pk.

As a decentralized item lending system, DecentraLend
considers several costs related to each transaction placed
in the blockchain and to transfer of an item from one
user to another. Moreover, there is a cost for enabling the
monetization as well. We define the borrow cost to illustrate
the overall cost for borrowing an item as follows:

Definition 3 (Borrow Cost): Let pk be an item marked
available. Let ul, uc, and u f be the users denoted for
the lender, current borrower, and future borrower of pk,
respectively. Let S uc,u f be the cost for sending pk from uc
to u f and let Rul,u f be the cost for returning pk from u f to
ul. Let Fk be the borrowing fee for pk and let Tg be the
transaction cost in the blockchain. Then, the borrow cost
Ck for pk is given by the following equation -

Ck = S uc,u f + Fk + Rul,u f + Tg (1)

Book sending cost S uc,u f usually depends on the distance
between uc and u f . The type of transportation, required time
for transportation, and other situations may also affect the
sending cost. Similarly, returning cost Rul,u f also depends
on the distance ul and u f as well as on the aforementioned
criteria. However, we note that DecentraLend considers
the direct distance between users as the monetary cost of
sending an item for the sake of simplicity.

The security deposit for borrowing an item is always
returned to a borrower. Therefore, we exclude the security
deposit for evaluating the borrowing cost. We note that the
cost Rul,u f is paid by the lender ul. Therefore, the real cost a
borrower pays for borrowing an item comes from S uc,u f , Fk,
and Tg. The cost Rul,u f usually increases as the distance be-
tween the lender and the future borrower increases. Taking
into consideration the cost Rul,u f in evaluating the borrowing
cost helps to indirectly discourage a future borrower who
is far away from the lender. However, this consideration is
beneficial for the lender since it avoids paying high costs for
returning. On the other hand, we note that Fk must be higher
than Rul,u f to make the lending profitable. For the sake of
simplicity, we overlook the reality that the lending still be
profitable when (

∑n
k=1 Fk) > Rul,u f , where n represents the

number of times an item borrowed and n is sufficiently large
enough.

4. Decentralized Lending System
Our proposed DecentraLend system focuses on decen-

tralizing the lending of personal and organizational goods
and tools. Moreover, the proposed system concentrates on
monetizing from the lending and secures the transaction.
DecentraLend also addresses the tracking of an item from
the owner to any borrower through the history of lend-
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ing. We describe the fundamental functional procedures
to achieve the aforementioned objectives of the proposed
DecentraLend system below.

• Determining the identification of a user to the Decen-
traLend (i.e. KYC). The address of a user can also
be collected through this functionality.

• Add an item by a user as a lender. A user provides
information about an item to DecentraLend to be
borrowed by other users and monetized.

• Borrow an item by a user as a borrower. A user
searches for an item in the DecentraLend by the name
of that item and borrows it by selecting a source
from a DecentraLend recommended list and paying
the lending fee and security deposit. The source of
an item can either be a lender or a borrower.

• List of recommended sources for a desired item is
generated according to the Equation 1 by the De-
centraLend. The best lenders in terms of cost of
borrowing appear first in the recommended list.

• A lender or a borrower can mark available an item
in possession so that other users in the DecentraLend
system can borrow it.

• A lender or a borrower can mark unavailable an item
in possession so that the possessed item is ignored
by the DecentraLend while generating the list of
recommended sources.

• A borrower can initiate a return a request for an item
in possession to the owner of that item.

• A lender can approve returning an item which was
requested from its borrower.

According to the aforementioned functional procedures,
DecentraLend creates a chain of possessors1 for each item.
A chain starts from the action of adding an item by a
lender in the blockchain. After that whenever an item is
moved from one possessor to another, a financial transaction
takes place through MetaMask, and the length of the chain
increases by adding a new block. An item is moved from
one possessor to another in case of the action of borrowing
an item or approval of returning an item. On the other
hand, the actions for marking available or unavailable an
item and return requests only change the availability status
of an item for borrowing. The information, i.e., status, for
an item at the last record in the chain is only updated
for these aforementioned actions. Given that our proposed
DecentraLend system requires storing information about
the goods and tools, to provide tracking and tracing of
the borrowers of an item, and ensure a secured financial
transaction, we endorse the best-known technologies for

1A possessor of an item can either be the lender(owner) or a borrower
of that item

implementing the above functionalities for achieving an
efficient and cost-effective solution.

A. System Architecture
Based on the gathered knowledge and careful obser-

vation, we adopt blockchain to implement the functional
procedures of the proposed DecentraLend since blockchain
can store and trace information about any transaction.
We build our proposed DecentraLend system upon the
Ethereum platform [33], which is a popular decentralized
open-source blockchain platform with an integrated pro-
gramming language. Ethereum enables to deployment of
smart contracts and decentralized apps with user-defined
arbitrary rules for ownership, transaction formats, and state
transition functions.

The smart contract is responsible for storing transac-
tional data, managing ownership of products, and handling
payment-related logic. It includes functions for creating
transactions, recording ownership changes, calculating fees
for the transaction, and more. The contract’s data and
events are stored on the Ethereum blockchain, ensuring
transparency and immutability. However, storing all data
and the functionalities led by the smart contract may cost a
high amount of gas and execution time as the transactional
cost. For example, the processing time of a single trans-
action in the blockchain network may be 80-2000 times
slower than the MySQL database. On the other hand, the
amount of data a blockchain network can afford in a single
transaction is about 1/10 of MySQL [34]. Sanka et al. [35]
suggest different scalable solutions to address the aforemen-
tioned limitations of blockchain, such as considering smart
contracts to store the minimum amount of transactional
data. We also observe that most decentralized applications
generally use a centralized relational database to store data.

Based on the study of existing research and systems, we
deploy a relational database (MySQL) in our proposed De-
centraLend along with the blockchain to store and manage
data. In our proposed system, we use a smart contract on the
Ethereum blockchain to store and track only transactional
data. On the other hand, we consider the MySQL database
to store the off-chain data on users, items, and transaction
history. Off-chaining strategies are required to mitigate the
performance constraints and enormous charges associated
with on-chain storage and computation [36]. An overview
of the DecentraLend system is illustrated in Figure 1.

DecentraLend consists of multiple components working
together to store user data, items, and transactional history
in a MySQL database, to store and trace transactional data
on the Ethereum blockchain, to manage transaction fees and
payments for borrowing fee and security deposits through
MetaMask, and a frontend to interact with the system
through a python implemented client using web3.py. We
discuss each system component and its role in DecentraL-
end as follows:

Smart contract stores transactional data, manages own-
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Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed DecentraLend.

ership and lending of items, and handles payments. It
consists of functions for creating transactions to borrow or
approve the return of an item, recording possession changes,
and calculating fees for transactions.

Ethereum blockchain is a blockchain network platform
where the smart contract of DecentraLend is deployed.
Ethereum blockchain holds the transactional data and events
of the smart contract that occur in DecentraLend to ensure
transparency and immutability. On the other hand, the self-
executing code of smart contracts for adding, borrowing, or
returning an item runs on the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM). It also emits events to notify the frontend of
important state changes, such as adding, borrowing, or
approving the return of an item.

MySQL database stores the user’s data and the items
information that a user of DecentraLend adds to the system.
It also keeps records of transaction history, the current status
of an item, and other relevant information. The frontend
python client of DecentraLend interacts with the MySQL
database through mysql-connector to perform different
query operations, such as insert, update, delete, and select.
MySQL database server also returns the recommended list
of possessors of a searched item. It also estimates the cost
of collecting an item from different possessors.

Frontend python client acts as the user interface for
interacting with the DecentraLend system. Users can per-
form various actions, such as add items, view their own
or borrowed items, search for an item, select an item from
the recommended sources for a searched item, borrow an

item or request to return an item, check transaction history,
and mark or unmark an item’s availability. The Frontend
Python client interacts with the Ethereum blockchain using
web3.py.

MetaMask is integrated to manage the user’s Ethereum
wallets and to interact with DecentraLend. Through the
web3.py, DecentraLend allows its users to pay payments
using their Ethereum accounts through MetaMask.

Our proposed architecture for DecentraLend ensures a
seamless flow of data and operations between the frontend
Python client, Ethereum blockchain, and MySQL database.
Users can view and manage items, initiate transactions, and
make payments using their Ethereum accounts, while all
relevant data is securely stored and traced on the blockchain
and in the database.

B. Implementation
In our proposed DecentraLend system, a numeric ID

is used as an identification of an item. On the other
hand, we use a unique address, such as Metamask wallet
address for the identification of a user. DecentraLend uses
both identifications for identifying the owner, borrower, or
possessor of an item. We use a simple data structure, such
as struct Item(itemID: uint, possessorAddress: address,
prevBlockIndex: uint), to store a piece of item information
in the blockchain. However, we store the identifications of
both owner and possessor of an item in the MySQL database
along with other required and optional information. We note
that the owner and possessor of an item with different values
indicate that the item is borrowed by the possessor.
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TABLE I. Core functionalities of the DecentraLend System

Procedure Name Type Procedure Purpose

addItem() Public A user adds a new item

borrowItem() Public, Payable A user borrows an item

recommendations() Public A user searches for a desired item

markAvailable() Public Make available an item for lending

returnRequest() Public A borrower requests an owner to take back a borrowed item

returnApproval() Public, Payable An owner approves a request from a borrower to take back a lent item

myItems() Public Show the list of items owned by a user

borrowedItems() Public Show the list of items borrowed by a user

The core functionalities used to access (i.e. insert,
update, and search) the data in a smart contract and
MySQL database are listed in Table I. In the procedure
of borrowItem(), a financial transaction occurs to pay the
borrowing fee and security deposit. A financial transaction
also occurs for paying back the security deposit to the
last borrower in the procedure of returnApproval(). We
exploit the smart contract to manage the transactions among
users that take place for adding, lending, or returning
an item in our proposed DecentraLend. The transactional
data are stored and traced using the blockchain. On the
other hand, information about an item and the transaction
are also stored in the MySQL database for tracing the
status of that item. Based on our strategies, DecentraLend
accesses the blockchain for only the procedures addItem(),
borrowItem(), and returnApproval().

The addItem() procedure is invoked to add a new item.
This procedure has been illustrated in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm takes information about an item as a parameter
at line 1. Detail information for the item is stored in the
MySQL database in line 2. MySQL provides a unique ID
for the item. Then, a brief information including the id of
the item is stored in a block of the blockchain from lines
4 to 7. Line 7 adds a new block in the blockchain and
creates a new chain for the item. Line 7 also returns the
block number in the blockchain. The item information in
the database is then updated at line 8 with the block number
as a block index and the user address as a possessor of that
item. We note that adding an item in the system doesn’t
cause any financial transaction, however, a cost such as the
gas fee is charged for adding a block in the blockchain.

The borrowItem() procedure is invoked by a user to
borrow an available item. To borrow an item, a user
searches in the DecentraLend with the name of the desired
item. DecentraLend then generates a list of recommended
sources for the desired item based on the data available in
the MySQL database. DecentraLend uses the cost model
of Equation 1 to estimate the borrowing cost for each
source and sorts them according to the lowest cost at the

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for adding a new item

1: Procedure addItem(userAddr, itemName, fee, deposit)
2: itemID← insert(userAddr, itemName, f ee, deposit)
3: block ← Item()
4: block.itemID← itemID
5: block.possessorAddress← userAddr
6: block.prevBlockIndex← 0
7: blockIndex← createNewChain(block)
8: update(itemID, blockIndex, userAddr)
9: end Procedure

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for generating recommendations

1: Procedure recommendations(itemName, userAddr)
2: items← getItemsFromDB(itemName, userAddr)
3: itemsWithCost ← estimateCost(items, userAddr)
4: recommendedItems← sortByCost(itemsWithCost)
5: RETURN recommendedItems
6: end Procedure

beginning. A user borrows a desired item by selecting the
source from this recommended list. We illustrate the process
recommendations() for generating the recommendation in
Algorithm 2. Line 2 of Algorithm 2 finds all sources for
the desired item from the database. The cost to collect from
each source is estimated at line 3 based on the cost of the
security deposit, borrowing fee, and the distance between
the possessor and the current user. Then, the sources are
sorted in ascending order by their cost to generate the
recommendation list at line 4. Once the user gets the
recommendation list for an item, DecentraLend allows the
user to select any source from the list for borrowing.
The process of borrowing a selected item is illustrated in
Algorithm 3. Here, a new block because of borrowing an
item is created and appended to the chain from lines 2 to 6
of Algorithm 3. The payment for the borrowing fee and the
security deposit occur from lines 7 to 13. If the owner and
the possessor of the selected item are different users, then
the current user transfers the borrowing fee to the owner of
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo code for borrowing an item

1: Procedure borrowItem(item, userAddr)
2: block ← Item()
3: block.itemID← item.id
4: block.possessorAddress← userAddr
5: block.prevBlockIndex← item.blockIndex
6: blockIndex← appendToChain(block)
7: if item.owner = item.possessor then
8: amount ← item. f ee + item.deposit
9: payment(userAddr, item.owner, amount)

10: else
11: payment(userAddr, item.owner, item. f ee)
12: payment(userAddr, item.possessor, item.deposit)
13: end if
14: update(item.id, blockIndex, userAddr)
15: end Procedure

the selected item. On the other hand, the security deposit
is transferred to the possessor of the selected item. Finally,
the information for the last block index and the possessor
of the selected item are modified in the database at line 15.
In the case of the procedure, returnApproval() that allows
an owner to return an item also appends a new block to
the chain, however, the owner transfers only the security
deposit to the possessor of the item.

In cases of markAvailable() and returnRequest(), Decen-
traLend only updates the current status2 of the item in the
database which neither cause access to the blockchain nor
require any cost for the gas. On the other hand, myItems()
and borrowedItems() can prepare a list of all the correspond-
ing items by reading the data from the database only since
all required information is available in the database.

DecentraLend creates a chain for each item by introduc-
ing a new block whenever the item is borrowed, added, or
returned. A block bt in blockchain chk contains information
related to a transaction that is related to an item pk, a user
ui, and the index of previous block bt−1 in chk. A user ui
initiates a chain chk to add a new item pk and introduces
the first block bt of that chain chk. The value for bt−1 is set
to zero (0) for the first block of a chain and the possession
of pk belongs to ui at the moment of initiation of a chain.
After that whenever pk is lent to a user u j, the possession
information of pk is changed to u j. DecentraLend appends
another block bi+1 to chk to store this lending information.
To traverse all blocks in a chain for an item px, we first
retrieve the block index bl for px from the database that
was stored for the last transaction for px. DecentraLend
retrieves the block from the blockchain using block index
bl and recursively uses the value of the previous block index
of each retrieved block to all blocks in the chain until the
value of the previous block index is found zero (0).

2There are three types of status of an item, i) Available to borrow, ii)
Not available to borrow, and iii) Item to be returned and unavailable to
borrow

5. Experimental Studies
The experimental environment comprised a 64-bit 2.7

GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5 CPU, 8 GB of DDR3 RAM,
and a 120-GB SSD. We compiled and deployed our pro-
posed DecentraLend system to the Ganache [37] provided
personal Ethereum blockchain test network.

In this experimental study, we evaluate the efficiency of
the proposed DecentraLend system by comparing the cost of
the core functional procedures in Table I with the following
two different implementation strategies:

• BlockchainDB is the proposed strategy for DecentraL-
end that exploits blockchain for tracking the borrow-
ers of an item and for secure financial transactions
and that uses MySQL database to store users, items,
and transaction history information.

• BlockchainOnly is another strategy for DecentraLend
that does not use MySQL database and considers only
blockchain to store and trace all information of users,
items, and transactions history and to make secure
financial transactions.

We conducted the experiments to calculate the amount of
gas required for executing each core functional procedure.
We also measured the running time required for executing
each core functional procedure.

A. Required Gas for Execution
In this experiment, we observed the cost in terms of

the required gas for executing the functional procedures
that make changes in the blockchain. We plot Figure 2 to
represent the evaluated results for different core functional
procedures. The y-axis of Figure 2 presents the amount of
gas required for executing each procedure on a logarithmic
scale.

We note that DecentraLend does not need any gas for
executing markAvailable() and returnRequest() in the case
of BlockchainDB since here DecentraLend has to access
only the database during the execution of these two proce-
dures. However, DecentraLend requires significantly higher
gas in other procedures in the case of BlockchainOnly. We
observed that DecentraLend has to store more information
in the case of BlockchainOnly compared to BlockchainDB.
Therefore, these procedures require a higher amount of gas
for execution in the environment of BlockchainOnly.

B. Execution Time
In this experiment, we observed the cost in terms of

running time for executing different functional procedures.
We plot Figure 3 to represent the evaluated running time
of the selected functional procedures. The y-axis of Figure
3 presents the running time required for executing each
procedure on a logarithmic scale. Here, we note that we
measured the average running time of a procedure by
considering at least 100 executions of that procedure.
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Figure 2. Gas used by different versions of DecentraLend for executing the core functional procedures. The figure shows that DecentraLend uses
more gas for executing the procedures in the case of BlockchainOnly.
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Figure 3. Running time for executing different procedures. DecentraLend takes a significantly higher running time to execute any functional
procedure in the environment of BlockchainOnly.

Figure 3 shows that DecentraLend is over two orders
of magnitude faster in the case of BlockchainDB com-
pared to BlockchainOnly strategy for the procedures, such
as myItems(), borrowedItems(), recommendations(), and
markAvailable(). In the case of BlockchainDB, DecentraL-
end only reads information from the database, however,
DecentraLend only accesses the blockchain in the case
of BlockchainOnly for these aforementioned procedures.
We observed that DecentraLend has to access nodes in
the blockchain network in case BlockchainOnly, the cost
of accessing the networks significantly affects the running
time. On the other hand, both addItem() and borrowItem()
procedures add a new block to the blockchain in both
strategies. However, the size of information in a block for
BlockchainOnly is larger than BlockchainDB, which also
affects the running time of these procedures. Therefore,
BlockchainDB outperforms BlockchainOnly in the afore-
mentioned two procedures also.

C. Effect of Chain Length
In this experiment, we observed the effect of the length

of a chain on the running time for executing borrowItem().
We measured the average running times to execute the
borrowItem() at each case of chain lengths 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
respectively. We plot Figure 4 to represent the evaluated
running times to borrow items in logarithmic scale at
different chain-length.

We note that borrowItem() adds a new block to the
chain. On the other hand, the validation time overhead
required to validate a longer chain increases [38] for an
increasing number of blocks in the chain. Therefore, we
observed in Figure 4 that DecentraLend incrementally takes
a longer time to execute borrowItem() as the chain-length
increases.

6. Conclusions and FutureWork
In decentralized lending systems, the proposed De-

centraLend system underscores a fundamental shift from
traditional lending services. Our proposed system auto-
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Figure 4. Running time for executing borrowItem() at different lengths of chains. DecentraLend requires gradually longer running time as the length
of the chain increases.

mates relaying an item from one borrower to another.
It introduces transparency and automation for the lenders
and the borrowers by providing the best available alter-
natives through a recommendation model. Experimental
results showed that our proposed strategy of implementing
the DecentraLend system significantly reduces gas usage
and the overall running time for various operations, such
as generating recommendations. DecentraLend currently
considers the normalized values of the distance from the
processor of an item to a borrower and the distance from
the borrower to the owner of that item as the delivery
cost. However, we observed that DecentraLend can obtain
the precise delivery cost of an item from an integrated
delivery service. Moreover, some borrowers may prefer a
quick delivery of an item, which was considered in the cost
model of DecentraLend. Therefore, we aimed to upgrade the
recommendation system of DecentraLend by integrating a
delivery service and incorporating the delivery time in the
cost model.
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